
2019-2020 NGHS  AP Environmental Science Math Summer Assignment 
 

This year in APES you will hear the two words most dreaded by high school students…APES MATH!  That’s right, there is 
math on the AP Environmental Science exam.  The challenge with APES Math is in setting up the problems correctly and 
knowing enough basic math to solve the problems.  With practice, you will be a math expert by the time the exam rolls 
around.  This assignment will help familiarize you with the type of math and graphing analysis problems that will be 
covered this year.  This packet is due on the first Friday of school (August 9th) and will be graded.  Any questions you 
have can be answered in class during the first week of school. We recommend getting a head start on this assignment 
over the summer.  If you choose not to complete it over the summer, then you will be expected to complete it the 
first week of school.  You will also be assessed over these math and graphing skills on Friday, August 9th. 
 
PLEASE USE SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER TO COMPLETE THIS ASSIGNMENT. 
 
 

PERCENTAGE—Percentage is a measure of the part of the whole. 
 
Example 1: 15 million is what percent of the United States population of approximately 300 million? 
15 million/300 million= 0.05 x 100 = 5% 
 
Example 2: What is 20% of a $15 restaurant bill? 
20% = 20/100 = 0.20 
0.20 x $15 = $3. 

 
Practice:  Remember to show your set-up, include units if given. 
 
1. What is 45% of 900? 
2. Thirteen percent of a 12,000 acre forest is being logged.  How many acres will be logged? 
3. A water heater tank holds 280 gallons.  Two percent of the water is lost as steam.  How many gallons remain to 

be used? 
4. What percentage is 25 of 162.5? 
5. 35 is what percentage of 2800? 
6. 14,000 acres of a 40,000 acre forest burned in a forest fire.  What percentage of the forest was damaged? 
7. You have driven the first 150 miles of a 2000 mile trip.  What percentage of the trip have you traveled? 
8. Home prices have dropped 5% in the past three years.  An average home in Indianapolis three years ago was 

$130,000.  What’s the average home price now? 
9. The Greenland Ice Sheet contains 2,850,000 cubic kilometers of ice.  It is melting at a rate of .006% per year.  

How many cubic kilometers are lost each year? 
10. 235 acres, or 15%, of a forest is being logged.  How large is the forest? 
11. A teenager consumes 20% of her calories each day in the form of protein.  If she is getting 700 calories a day 

from protein, how many calories is she consuming per day? 
12. In a small oak tree, the biomass of insects makes up 3000 kilograms.  This is 4% of the total biomass of the tree.  

What is the total biomass of the tree? 

 
RATES—change in amount in a given time; rise/run; change/time; ΔY/ΔX 

 
Rates will often be expressed using the word, “per” followed by a unit of time, for example, grams 
per minute, liters per year. For AP Environmental science you will often have to calculate PERCENT 
CHANGE of a population or amount of a pollutant. 



 
KNOW THIS EQUATION: | (Original – New)/ Original | * 100 = rate of change 
Practice: 
 
13.  In 2010, the South Anna River had a large mouth bass population of 25,000 over a 10 mile stretch.  However, 
in early 2011 a chemical spill occurred and the population of large mouth bass decreased to only 5000.  Calculate 
the percent change in the population. 
14.  Approximately 30 million mobile devices were sold in 1998 in the United States. The number sold increased 
to 180 million devices in 2007. Calculate the percent increase of mobile device sales from 1998 to 2007. 
 

 
   SCIENTIFIC NOTATION 
Thousand = 103 = 1,000 
Million = 106 = 1,000,000 (relative to US population)  
Billion = 109 = 1,000,000,000 (relative to people on Earth)  
Trillion = 1012 = 1,000,000,000,000 (national debt) 

 

 
Practice:   Write the following numbers in scientific notation: 
 

15. 145,000,000,000 
16. 13 million 
17. 435 billion 
18. .000348 
19. 135 trillion 
20. 24 thousand 

 
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS—you are expected to be able to convert between units of measure 
accurately. Online tutorials assistance is available: http://joneslhs.weebly.com/ 
 

PREFIXES  
m (milli) = 1 / 1000 = 10-3 
c (centi) = 1 / 100 = 10-2 
k (kilo) = 1000 = 103 
M (mega) = 1,000,000 = 106 
G (giga) = 1,000,000,000 = 109 
T(tera) = 1,000,000,000,000 = 1012 

 
 

http://joneslhs.weebly.com/


 

MATH PROBLEMS—Show all work, answer the questions. 
 
1. What is one million times five thousand? Use scientific notation in your work and answer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. A deer population of 200 individuals grows by 17% in one year. How many deer will there 
be the next year (year 2)? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Last year, I had 92 APES students and this year I will have 63 APES students. By what 
percentage will the population of APES students increase? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Electricity costs $0.06 per kilowatt hour. In one month, one home uses one megawatt 
hour of electricity. How much will the electric bill be? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Your car gets 15 miles per gallon and your friend’s car averages 25 mpg. You decide to head off to St. 
George Island on vacation, 361 miles away. If gas costs $2.79/gallon and you decide to split the gas costs, 
how much money will you save by driving your friend’s car? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. A beach is 7.3 miles wide and 30 miles long. If one inch of rain falls on this beach, 
how many cubic feet of rain fell in this area? Hint: convert units to feet first. 



nd 

AP Env  Biology Review  
 

Scientific Process Skills 
 

1. Give an example of quantitative data/qualitative data. 
2. Create a lab scenario and describe the independent variable, dependent variable(s), 

control variables, as well as control group and experimental groups. 
3. Know how to properly label the axis on a graph (where to put the Independent and Dependent 

variables) 
 

Ecology 
 

4. List the levels of Ecological organization from most specific to broadest. 
5. Give examples of Biotic and Abiotic factors in an environment. 
6. What is the difference between habitat and niche? 
7. Define symbiosis. 

• Describe the 3 types of symbiosis. 
• Give examples of each. 

8. Define and give examples of predation and competition. 
9. Construct a food chain. Label: producer, consumer, primary consumer, secondary consumer, 1st 

trophic level, 2nd  trophic level, etc…  Describe the rule of 10. 
10. What is biomass? 
11. The law of conservation of energy states that  . 
12. Know an overview of the major land biomes. 
13. Describe the steps in Primary Land Succession; and Secondary Land Succession. 
14. What is the primary energy source for ALL living things? 
15. Draw an exponential growth curve and a logistic growth curve. 
16. What happens to a population as it reaches carrying capacity? 
17. What is the effect of birth rate, death rate, emigration, and immigration on a population? 
18. What is the widespread effect of CFCs in the atmosphere? Explain how this occurs. 
19. What is the widespread effect of CO2 in the atmosphere? Explain how this occurs. 
20. What law is responsible for limiting the production of CFCs? What law is responsible for limiting 

CO2 ? 
 

 

Biochemistry 
 

21. What is an enzyme? 
22. How do enzymes alter chemical reactions? 

 
Cell Energy 

 
23. What is photosynthesis? Equation? Occurs where? 
24. Why is photosynthesis important to all living things? 
25. What is cellular respiration? Equation? Occurs where? 
26. Why is cellular respiration important to all living things? 

 



AP Env Chemistry Review  
 

Measurement/Lab Skills/Atomic Structure/Matter 
 

Nomenclature 
 

Compound Name Chemical Formula Compound Name Chemical Formula 
 

Carbonic Acid 
  

Ozone 
 

 
Nitric Acid 

  
Sulfate 

 

 
Methane 

  
Nitrite 

 

 
Chlorofluorocarbon 

  
Nitrate 

 

 
Sulfuric Acid 

  
Ammonia 

 

 
Carbon Tetrafluoride 

 
Polychlorinated 

Biphenyl 

 

 
Calcium Carbonate 

 
Carbon 
Monoxide 

 

 

Acids & Bases 
 

1. Identify the properties of an acid; of a base. 
2. Acids have a pH range from   , with  being the strongest. Bases have a pH 

range from  , with  being the strongest. 
3. What is a buffer?  Give an example of a naturally occurring mineral that neutralizes acids. 
4. How many times stronger is a pH of 3 than a pH of 4? 
5. Research the chemical equations for the following important APES topics: 

• Photosynthesis: 
• Cellular Respiration: 
• Burning Coal: 
• Burning Natural Gas: 
• Nitrogen Fixation (by bacteria): 
• Formation of Sulfuric Acid Rain: 
• Ocean Acidification: 



 

Go APES!! 
 

This is one of the most relevant courses you will take in High School. Look around and 
experience Environmental Science everywhere. 

“The environment is everything that isn’t me.” Albert Einstein 

For some summer fun, here are some ways to “GO APES.” None are required; ALL are fun. 

● Instead of driving, ride a bike or take a walk 
● Speaking of water, where does yours come from? 
● Study the waves at the beach 
● Go into the marsh and smell decomposition at work 
● Compare star counts at home vs. your vacation spot (required: lay on your back) 
● Go hike a mountain (Blood Mountain is nice!) 
● Play around with Google Earth 
● Follow the path of your favorite gem or precious metal from mine to your ring finger 
● Pretend that you have no electricity for an evening 
● Where does your electricity come from, and why does it matter? 
● Camp out, even if it’s in your back yard 
● Pick berries 
● Compare your car’s interior (i.e. how hot it gets when it’s parked) to the greenhouse effect 
● Visit a farm, or at least a farmer’s market 
● Tired of the phrase “going green?” Come up with another term. 
● Buying organic food? Not buying organic food? Does it matter? 
● At the pool? Figure out how many gallons of water it takes to fill. 
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